There is a lack of consistency in the literature regarding the definition of "close" resection margins in the surgical treatment of oral cavity squamous cell carcinoma (OCSCC), and the relationship between local recurrence (LR) rates and different distances of invasive tumor from surgical margin is not well characterized.
A lthough pathologic margin assessment is widely used in the surgical treatment of head and neck cancers, interpretation of margin status and its prognostic implications are not always straightforward. Achieving clear margins during surgical resection is thought to reduce local recurrence (LR) and improve prognosis; however, what constitutes a clear, close, or involved margin is inconsistent in the literature and in practice. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] A survey of head and neck surgeons highlights these differences in opinion and practice, with 83% of respondents considering carcinoma in situ (CIS) to be a positive margin, and 17% including any dysplasia at all to be positive. 6 Sixty-nine percent of surveyed head and neck surgeons used a cutoff of less than 5 mm between invasive tumor and resection margin as a close margin; indeed, a cutoff distance of 5 mm or greater of uninvolved tissue around the tumor is most commonly cited as a clear margin, 1, 2, 7, 8 although some reports in the literature suggest that a smallerdistance cutoff constitutes an adequate resection. 4, 9 To further examine the clinical significance and impact of surgical margins in oral cavity squamous cell carcinoma (OCSCC), we undertook a retrospective assessment of surgical treatment of OCSCC, with specific attention to the assessment of the surgical margin and the outcome of LR.
Methods

Study Population
This study was approved by the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics institutional review board, waiving patient written informed consent. For each patient included in the study, clinical notes, operative and pathology reports, and data from the institutional tumor registry were used to conduct a retrospective review. Included were all consecutive patients with primary OCSCC treated with surgical resection at the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics between the years of 2005 and 2014. Exclusion criteria included cancer outside of the oral cavity; cancer type other than OCSCC or one of its variants; lack of invasive cancer in the resection specimen; cancer previously treated by either irradiation or surgery; recurrent cancer; resection that was not en bloc or not done with curative intent; or gross residual remaining disease following surgery. Patients who had several separate OCSCCs over the course of the study period were included as distinct cancers, provided the tumors did not occur in adjoining sites. Patients who had multiple OCSCCs with numerous cancer resections over time in whom it was impossible to distinguish a recurrence from a second primary were excluded from the study.
Surgical Resection and Pathologic Analysis
The approach for surgical resection was uniform among patients included in this study, with attempted 1-cm margins around the tumor wherever possible. Conservative bone resection was performed for tumors approaching bone but without clinical evidence of invasion, while more radical bone resection was performed for tumors with identifiable bony invasion. In the overwhelming majority of patients, intraoperative frozen margins were taken from the tumor bed rather than the resection specimen; therefore, the few patients in whom margins were taken from the resection specimen were excluded from further analysis to ensure a homogeneous method of margin assessment in the data set. When an intraoperative margin was positive, we recorded whether further resection was performed in an attempt to obtain an uninvolved margin. We did not count additional frozen section biopsies from the tumor bed as a definitive additional resection. Pathology reports were used to gather information regarding frozen section margins, including intraoperative vs final results, whether any additional resection was performed, the presence of tumor in the additional resection specimen(s), and assessment (by an independent reviewer, such as the tumor board, would interpret the result) of the final margin status based on all available information from frozen margins and additional resections and/or margins.
When intraoperative tumor bed frozen sections were performed, the worst initial intraoperative diagnosis was recorded, as well as whether any additional tissue was subsequently resected in response to the frozen result. Subsequently, a final operative margin result could be recorded, indicating the worst margin status at the conclusion of the surgery. For purposes of assessing the success of the frozen margin technique, we defined a final operative margin without carcinoma present following additional excisions as successful margin clearance. The worst margin assessment from the main tumor specimen following formalin fixation was also recorded, which we designated as the specimen margin;any patients for whom the intraoperative or permanent specimen margin assessment was missing were excluded. For the purposes of this study, a margin was classified as positive if there was invasive cancer present at the inked edge of the specimen; very close if cancer was less than 1 mm from the inked edge; close if 1 to 5 mm; and negative if 5 mm or more distant from the inked edge. Dysplasia and CIS present at the inked edge of the margin were noted; mild and moderate dysplasia were grouped together, as were severe dysplasia and CIS. If available, the exact distance of the closest invasive tumor from any inked specimen edge was recorded. Dysplasia was not considered in the definition of a positive or close margin.
The institutional tumor registry was used to obtain outcome data such as recurrence and survival for patients
Key Points
Question In oral cavity squamous cell carcinoma (OCSCC), is there an association between specific margin distances and local recurrence, and what should be considered a "close" margin?
Findings In this retrospective cohort study of 432 patients with OCSCC, there was no appreciable difference between local recurrence rates for different margin distances of 1 mm or greater. Regardless of the specific margin distance, resection of additional tissue after a positive frozen section margin did not significantly alter local recurrence rate.
Meaning A cutoff of less than 1 mm between cut tissue edge and invasive tumor would be appropriate to consider as a close margin at risk for recurrence.
included in the study. We defined LR as invasive cancer occurring within 5 years of primary surgical resection at a contiguous site. Also recorded were any regional and distant recurrences. Any patient without a recurrence who did not survive or have follow-up 6 months after surgery was not included in the calculation of LR. Survival analyses were developed using time from surgery date to the date of death or last censor (last known follow-up).
All statistical analyses were performed with R: A Language and Environment for Statistical Computing (R Foundation for Statistical Computing; https://www.R-project.org).
Results
A total of 547 pathology records were reviewed, 81 (15%) of which were excluded based on the study criteria. Nine patients did not have margin assessment reported from the main specimen, and 21 did not have intraoperative frozen margin sampling, all of which were excluded from further analysis. In 9 patients, the intraoperative frozen sections were taken from the main specimen rather than the tumor bed, and these were excluded to decrease heterogeneity. These exclusions left 432 remaining patients to be included in further analysis, and 422 of these had a documented distance of invasive cancer from the inked main specimen margin. Those 10 patients with an unknown distance measurement all had a finding of CIS at the specimen mucosal margin, and a distance of the closest invasive cancer from the margin was not given (though we know that the margin was not positive).
The study population characteristics are summarized in Table 1 . The T-stage distribution was 45% T1 (n = 188), 21% T2 (n = 89), and 34% T3/T4 (n = 145). The N-stage distribution was 70% N0 (n = 296), 11% N1/N2a (n = 46), 19% N2b/N2c/N3 (n = 79). The overall distribution of subsites included oral tongue (45%; n = 190), alveolus (21%; n = 89), floor of the mouth (18%; n = 78), and other oral cavity subsite (15% (n = 65).
The LR rate was examined based on the millimeter distance of invasive cancer from the inked edge of the main specimen and is summarized in Table 2 . The LR rate for positive margins was 44% (95% CI, 34%-55%); for less than 1 mm, 28% (95% CI, 18%-41%); for 1 mm, 17% (95% CI, 8%-31%); for 2 mm, 13% (95% CI, 6%-27%); for 3 mm, 13% (95% CI, 5%-32%); for 4 mm, 14% (95% CI, 5%-35%); and for greater than 5 mm, 11% (95% CI, 6%-18%). This was plotted for all patients with an available measurement, regardless of the presence of dysplasia or CIS at the margin. These data demonstrated an exponential inverse relationship between distance and LR, with no appreciable difference in LR for distances greater than 1 mm ( Figure 1A) . The relationship of LR and specific distance of invasive cancer from the margin was also stratified based on intraoperative frozen section assessment from tumor bed sampling ( Figure 1B ). This demonstrated similar LR rates for close margin distances between those with involved and those with negative frozen sections. In patients with a positive main specimen margin, those with an involved intraoperative frozen margin had the highest LR rate of 54% (95% CI, 39%-68%), with an absolute rate difference compared with a negative frozen margin of 18% (95% CI, −6% to 42%). For each specific distance from the inked margin, the relative risk (RR) of LR was also calculated, as summarized in Table 2 .
A receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was developed to identify a cutoff appropriate for classifying a higher risk of LR ( Figure 2 ). The calculated area under the ROC curve was 0.7.
With the LR stratified by specific margin distance from invasive cancer, the results were further examined based on whether additional tissue was resected to achieve a negative margin after initial frozen section indicated carcinoma. The purpose of this further stratification was to determine a relationship between these additional operative steps and LR in specific margin distance categories (eTable 1 in the Supplement; Figure 3 ). The specimen margin categories were collapsed to 5 mm or greater, 1 to 5 mm, less than 1 mm, and positive. Successful additional resection was defined as cases in which after further resection the final margin was uninvolved with either invasive carcinoma or CIS. For patients with a positive main specimen margin, a successful additional resection was not associated with improved local control and appeared to have a higher LR rate (absolute rate difference, 22%; 95% CI, −03% to 48%). For patients with final margin distances greater than 0 mm, the LR rate appeared to be the same whether a successful additional resection of the margin was performed or not.
The LR outcomes were also stratified based on adjuvant treatments after surgical resection. A total of 175 patients (41%) were treated with radiation, and 53 (30%) of these also had chemotherapy. The comparison of LR for main specimen margin categories stratified by adjuvant radiation treatment can be seen graphically in the eFigure and eTable 2 in the Supplement. For patients with a positive main specimen margin, radiation treatment was not associated with improved local control and appeared to have a higher LR rate (absolute rate difference, 15%; 95% CI, −9% to 39%). For each of the other main specimen margins categories, the LR rate was the same whether adjuvant radiation therapy was used or not.
Discussion
This study examines the relationship between LR rate and the specific distance between cut tissue edge and invasive tumor in patients with OCSCC treated surgically. This study benefits from its large sample size and broad sampling of patients with OCSCC as well as a relatively standardized approach to surgical resection and margin assessment technique.
As noted, there is variation in opinion, practice, and published reports regarding the definition of an involved surgical margin, sometimes including noninvasive dysplasia or CIS at the cut tissue edge, and sometimes including invasive carcinoma if located within a certain distance of the cut edge. A strict definition of positive would include only invasive carcinoma at the cut tissue edge, which is the definition used in this study; carcinoma located within some defined distance of the cut edge would be considered a close margin. A review of articles that report outcomes specifically for patients with close margins demonstrates a broad range of local recurrence rates, from 6% to 74%, but these have generally placed patients with margins of less than 5 mm into 1 group and have not considered individual margin distances (eTable 3 in the Supplement). [1] [2] [3] 7, 8, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] In the present study, we have sought to gain clarity on what should be considered a clinically significant close margin. 
Frozen section with carcinoma Yes No
A, Local recurrence rate vs the distance from the cut specimen edge to invasive tumor in millimeters. B, Local recurrence rate vs the distance from the cut specimen edge to invasive tumor stratified by the intraoperative frozen section result. Most commonly, a margin of less than 5 mm has been considered close; however, this determination appears to have been arbitrary and has persisted despite a lack of supporting evidence. Studies examining the best cutoff for margin distance report a linear relationship of increasing margin distance and improved outcomes. 5, 11, 12 In the present analysis, we report an exponential relationship. Certainly, a positive margin is different than any close margin distance in terms of outcome; however, the choice of a cutoff close margin distance on which to base prognosis assessments for the patient and potentially influence adjuvant treatment decisions in clinical care and future trials is not clear. Overall, we consider the close margin distance to be a weak predictor of local recurrence, based on the area under the ROC curve. Increasing the cutoff distance improves the sensitivity of the test at the expense of specificity, which leads to an increasing number of patients being identified as high risk who are in actuality low risk, potentially leading to overtreatment and unnecessary toxic effects. Based on the ROC in this study, a distance of less than 1 mm would be appropriate as the optimum point on the curve for such a classification test of close margin distance. The resection of additional tissue in response to a positive margin is the basis for performing intraoperative margin assessment in oral cancer surgery, but it is unclear if this practice leads to improved outcomes for patients. In examining the use of frozen sections in surgical resection of head and neck cancers, Byers et al 18 reported that 23% of cases had positive margins, allowing further resection to obtain ultimately negative margins. They found that those with initially negative margins and those with negative margins after additional resection had similar LR and 2-year survival rates; however, those with positive margins at the conclusion of surgery had significantly higher LR rates and much poorer survival. They went on to calculate that 30% of patients derived a benefit from intraoperative margin sampling, and they suggested its routine use. Other retrospective studies since then have looked at the benefit of additional resection, and a few found no benefit despite clearance of a positive margin. 19, 20 Our research group, 21 using the same data set analyzed for the present study, found that achieving a negative margin from additional tissue resection was not associated with improved LR rate or overall prognosis; rather, the main specimen margin was most strongly predictive of this regardless of whether the margin was ultimately cleared with additional resection. Importantly, the present study differs from that of Byers et al 18 and certain other studies 3, 10, 13, 19, 20 in that frozen sections were obtained intraoperatively from the tumor bed and not from the surgical specimen. Surveys suggest that obtaining frozen sections from the tumor bed is a common practice in the United States. 6 The assessment of a positive or close margin was not made until the final pathology report; therefore, any decision about additional tissue resection was made based on the intraoperative sampling of the tumor bed and not based on a close margin distance. The data from our study do not show any improvement in LR rate with resection of additional tissue to a negative margin regardless of the distance between invasive tumor and cut tissue edge on the main specimen. Indeed, patients with a positive main specimen margin had a higher LR rate than those with negative margins, despite additional resection. This argues against the practice of routine intraoperative sampling of the tumor bed for margin assessment. However, we did not examine whether intraoperative assessment of the main surgical specimen has benefit if further margin clearance is carried out. The hypothesis from our data is that patients with invasive cancer less than 1 mm from an inked margin might benefit from additional resection, if the at-risk tissue can be reliably relocated and is amenable to resection. Determining the closeness of a margin intraoperatively would require examination of the tumor specimen itself, though, and not the tumor bed.
Limitations
Some limitations of the study include a relatively small cohort of surgeons performing the majority of surgical procedures, as well as inability to compare results based on different methods of intraoperative margin evaluation, ie, tumor bed vs main specimen sampling. 
Conclusions
This retrospective analysis of a series of patients with OCSCC treated with surgery with intraoperative frozen margin assessment from the tumor bed demonstrates several important points regarding the close margin distance. The risk of LR decreases rapidly with at leasta1m md istance from the cut tissue edge. The close margin distance is a weak predictor of local recurrence, and our data suggest that a distance of less than 1 mm would be an appropriate cutoff. Included both local and regional recurrence b Used cutoff of ≤1.6 mm to define positive and >1.6 mm to define negative based on ROC curve for survival data
